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Abstract—A CMOS analog to digital converter based on the folding and interpolating technique is presented. This technique is successfully applied in bipolar A/D converters and now also becomes available in CMOS technology. The analog bandwidth of the A/D converter is increased by using a transresistance amplifier at the outputs of the folding amplifiers and, due to careful circuit design, the comparators need no offset compensation. The result is a small area (0.7 mm$^2$ in 0.8 μm CMOS), high speed (70 MS/s), and low-power (110 mW at 5 V supply, including reference ladder) A/D converter. A 3.3 V supply version of the circuit runs at 45 MS/s and dissipates 45 mW.

I. INTRODUCTION

TODAY, the folding and interpolating technique is well established for use in high-speed bipolar analog to digital converters [1]–[3]. The advantage of a folding A/D converter is the reduced number of comparators compared to a full-flash converter while a sample-and-hold is not required, as in a multi-step architecture. The result is a high-speed, low-power data converter with small die area. This paper describes a folding and interpolating A/D converter in CMOS technology.

CMOS A/D converters with sample rates beyond 50 MS/s can be found in the literature [4], [5]. The design of [4] achieves a sample rate of 85 MS/s thanks to a parallel pipeline architecture. Another approach by Steyaert et al. is given in [5], where a current interpolation technique allows a sample rate of 100 MSIs. Both designs however have a power dissipation of more than 1 W, which is too much for embedded applications. Recently, folding and interpolating A/D converters in CMOS technology have also been reported [6], [7], which require significantly lower power. This paper describes the approach presented previously by the authors [7] and achieves a sample rate of 70 MS/s while dissipating only 110 mW. A 3.3 V supply version of this circuit runs at 45 MS/s and dissipates 45 mW.

Applications of CMOS folding and interpolating A/D converters can be found in high-speed signal processing, such as (oversampled) digitalization of video signals. The advantage of CMOS technology over bipolar is that the A/D converter can be integrated on the same die as the digital signal processing part, resulting in a compact and cheap integrated system.

II. FOLDING PRINCIPLE

A simple way to make a high-speed A/D converter is to use a full-flash structure as shown in Fig. 1. This type of converter consists of an array of $2^n - 1$ comparators with $n$ being the number of bits. Each comparator is connected with one input to the input voltage and with the other input to a reference voltage. This reference voltage is generally generated by a resistor ladder. The outputs of the comparators are fed into encoding logic that generate the databits. The advantage of this full-flash converter is its ease of design and its inherently good high frequency behavior. For resolutions larger than 7 b, offset compensation is required in order to avoid using large transistors in the comparators for matching reasons. In Pelgrom et al. [8], an 8-b full-flash converter with offset compensation is described. The disadvantage of full-flash converters is clear; if for example 8 b are needed, 255 comparators are required resulting in large chip area and power consumption, while...
offset compensation results in loss of conversion speed because the comparator offsets have to be compensated during each clock cycle.

The most popular technique nowadays in CMOS technology to deal with power and area is the two- or multi-step approach [9]. This topology requires a sample-and-hold operation and has the advantage that the number of comparators can be significantly lower than that of the full flash resulting in a saving of power and area. A disadvantage is that offset compensation is still required, and thus, the sample rate cannot be too high for an acceptable power consumption.

The folding technique has also a lower comparator count than a full-flash, and thus, low power and small area potentials. If well implemented, the folding type converter operates without offset compensation and therefore allows higher sample rates. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of a folding A/D converter. The input voltage is applied to a preprocessing circuit depicted as the "folding circuit," and the output of this folding circuit is connected to a 5-b fine A/D converter. The input signal is also directly connected to a 3-b coarse A/D converter.

The operation of the folding circuit is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the transfer function of the folding circuit is given. The "zig-zag" shaped transfer curve covers the whole $V_{in}$ range, and the output voltage of the folding circuit needs to be converted to only 32 levels corresponding to the five least significant bits (LSB's) of the A/D converter output code. In order to distinguish the eight possible input voltages that correspond to the same folding signal output, the 3-b coarse A/D converter is required, which generates the three most significant bits (MSB's) of the A/D converter. The total comparator count for this folding converter is $32 \text{ (fine)} + 8 \text{ (coarse)} = 40$, which is much less than the 255 required for a full-flash. Note that the three most significant bits and the five least significant bits are generated synchronously, and thus, a sample-and-hold function is basically not required. The throughput of a folding A/D converter is equal to that of a full-flash, while a two or multi-step converter requires several clock cycles to convert the data. The transfer of the folding circuit in Fig. 3 is called "8-times-folding" because for each folding output there are eight possible input voltages. Other folding factors are possible; lower folding factors require more fine comparators while higher folding factors result in, amongst other things, more preprocessing hardware. Eight-times-folding for an 8-b A/D converter appears to be a good choice.

### III. FOLDING IN CMOS

In order to generate the folding signal, a circuit used in bipolar folding converters [11] is converted to CMOS. This circuit is shown in Fig. 4(a). The circuit consists of eight differential pairs with the outputs of the odd- and even-numbered differential pairs cross coupled. The inputs of the differential pairs are connected to the converter input voltage and reference voltages ($V_{ref1}, \ldots, V_{ref8}$) generated by a resistor ladder. The currents are summed at the output nodes through resistors. The differential output voltage versus input voltage is plotted in Fig. 4(b). The tops of this folding signal are somewhat rounded compared to the transfer of Fig. 3; this will be discussed later. A typical range of $V_{in}$ is $1 \ldots 2V_{pp}$ and since the eight input windows of the differential pairs have to fit within this voltage, the transistors have small $V_{gs} - V_{t}$ values and thus operate in moderate inversion. The consequence of this is a large W/L ratio (100/1) for the input devices and small tail currents (40 $\mu A$) of the differential pairs. The resulting parasitic capacitances at the output nodes are large (2 pF).
On the other hand, the values of the resistors \( R \) in Fig. 4(a) have to be large (5 k\( \Omega \)) to allow large output voltages. The latter is required to reduce sensitivity to offsets in the rest of the converter. Note that the eight times folded signal has a bandwidth of \( 4\pi \) of the full swing input signal bandwidth due to the nonlinear folding operation. The large \( R \) and \( C_{par} \) therefore give rise to serious analog bandwidth limitations, as reported in [6]. Fig. 5 illustrates this problem.

To avoid this problem, a transresistance amplifier is used as shown in Fig. 5(b). The OTA with transconductance \( \text{gm} \) has a feedback resistor \( R \) (5 k\( \Omega \)). The folding current is fed into this resistor and can generate a large output voltage. The input and output impedance of the transresistance stage are both \( 1/gm \) and can be made low (250 \( \Omega \)), and thus, the analog bandwidth is increased by a factor \( \text{gm} \ast R \) (20 times). An additional advantage of the circuit of Fig. 5(b) is its low output impedance; this facilitates driving the next stage.

It was noted already that the tops of the folding signals of Fig. 4(b) are rounded. This need not to be a problem if we consider Fig. 6. Here, two folding signals are plotted with different offsets w.r.t. the input voltage. If one folding signal is in its nonlinear region, the other is in its linear region and vice versa. Thus, instead of needing one good folding signal with the detection of 32 levels, we also can take two folding signals with the detection of 16 levels for each folding signal. This reasoning can be expanded up to 32 folding signals with the detection of only one level per signal [1]. The problem is now that the generation of 32 folding signals with \( 32 \ast 8 \) differential pairs is as much hardware as a full-A/D converter.

Interpolation can be used to circumvent this dilemma [1].

Fig. 7 shows the principle of interpolation. Four folding amplifiers generate four folding signals with a mutual offset equal to 1/32nd of the full scale input. In the configuration of Fig. 7, four additional folding signals are generated by a resistor ladder from the existing four, resulting in a total of eight folding signals. The interpolation can be repeated until 32 folding signals are generated. The resistive interpolation technique is a power-efficient method to generate additional signals. In a differential circuit, the signal currents through the resistors are forced to flow in a circle, and no current is wasted. The low output impedance of the circuit of Fig. 5(b) can drive the resistors directly. Note that the tops of the interpolated folding signals are not fully correct. This is not important since only the zero-crossings are of importance.

**IV. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION**

Fig. 8 shows the block diagram of the CMOS folding A/D converter. The system consists of four folding amplifiers that generate four folding signals (voltages). These folding signals are fed into a first resistive interpolation network, and the resulting eight folding signals are fed into eight amplifiers for eight-times signal amplification. The eight amplified folding signals are fed into a second resistive interpolation network for additional interpolation. The resulting 32 folding signals are fed into comparators. The whole signal path, apart from the input voltage, is fully differential.

The folding amplifiers are shown in Fig. 9(a). The circuit consists of eleven differential pairs with tailcurrents \( I_s \) and a dummy structure. This large number can be explained as follows. Eight differential pairs are needed for a folding signal as was explained in Fig. 4. Two additional differential pairs are needed for the extension of the folding signals for the low and high side of the input range to allow interpolation in that region. The circuit is fully differential, and therefore, one additional differential pair is needed for proper dc balance, resulting in a total number of differential pairs of eleven. The circuit has relatively large parasitic capacitances due to the moderate inversion operation of the differential pairs.
differential pairs are connected cross-coupled, it can be shown that the parasitic currents, due to the parasitic capacitances, are mainly of common-mode. Two neighboring differential pairs have almost equal parasitic currents however with opposite sign connected to the summation points $x_1$ and $x_2$. Differential pairs 1 and 2 compensate, 3 and 4 compensate, and so on. Since the total number of differential pairs is eleven and thus odd, a dummy structure, in the form of a differential pair without coupled sources, is added to compensate the parasitic currents of differential pair 11. From Fig. 9(a), it can be seen that a transresistance amplifier performs the current-to-voltage conversion.

Fig. 9(b) shows the most straightforward implementation of this transresistance amplifier based on the OTA-R circuit of Fig. 5(b). The current sources $I_1$ and $I_2$ deliver the dc bias current for the eleven differential pairs and dummy structure and have each a value $6I_s$. The directions of these currents are illustrated with bold lines in Fig. 9(b). This circuit functions well as long as the current sources $I_1$ and $I_2$ are perfectly matched. However, the matching demands of these current sources are very strong; the signal current into the transresistance amplifier is small ($<I_s$) compared to the bias sources $I_1$ and $I_2$. A small percentage of mismatch of $I_1$ and $I_2$ results in an absolute offset current that is large w.r.t. the signal current. The result is a large INL (integral nonlinearity) error for the A/D converter.

This problem of mismatch in $I_1$ and $I_2$ can be solved by moving the current sources $I_1$ and $I_2$ to the back-end of the OTA as shown in Fig. 9(c). The bias currents $I_1$ and $I_2$, still valued $6I_s$, now flow through the resistors $R$ into the differential pair structure of Fig. 9(a). Mismatch in $I_1$ and $I_2$ now results in an offset voltage between nodes $x_1$ and $x_2$. The value of the offset voltage is

$$v_{off} = \frac{I_1 - I_2}{g_{m}}$$

with $g_{m}$ being the transconductance of the OTA. This offset voltage with a $\sigma$ value of 1 mV is present at a current input and has therefore no effect, since the transresistance amplifier only sees an input current. The offset voltage of (1) is also present at the output nodes $y_1$ and $y_2$ of the transresistance amplifier, however, the signal voltage is large (200 mVpp) and causes no serious problems.

The actual circuit implementation of the transresistance amplifier is shown in Fig. 9(d) where the OTA is simply implemented with a differential pair. Diffusion resistors are used in the circuit for matching reasons, while linearity is of no importance. A simple common mode feedback loop controls the common mode voltage of nodes $x_1$ and $x_2$, and thus $y_1$ and $y_2$. The common mode voltage is sensed at the common source node of the OTA and controls the tailcurrents $I_s$ of the differential pairs of Fig. 9(a).
The low-ohmic outputs y1 and y2 of the folding amplifier are connected to the first interpolation ladder, and the eight differential folding signals are fed into eight amplifiers as shown in Fig. 10. The amplifier is straightforwardly designed as an eight times gain stage loaded with source followers to drive the second interpolation ladder. The exact value of the gain is not critical.

After the second interpolator, the 32 differential folding signals are fed into 32 comparators for detection of the zero-crossings. The comparator schematic is given in Fig. 11 and consists of a folded cascode structure (M1-M4) loaded with a latch structure (M5-M7). The reset signal of the latch is connected to the gate of M7. The network M8 and M9 limits the voltage swing at the nodes d1 and d2, which are connected to a digital slave flip-flop. The comparator of Fig. 11 needs no offset compensation because the input signal is relatively large due to signal amplification in the folding circuits; 1 LSB equals 30 mV while $\sigma_{\text{offset}}$ of the comparator is equal to 2.5 mV. The offset of the comparator can be calculated using matching theory [10]. As a result of the absence of offset compensation, the clock frequency can be very high.

Eight comparators as in Fig. 11 are used in the coarse A/D converter of the folding A/D converter. Six comparators are required for the MSB and MSB-1 generation [2] while two additional comparators are used for overflow and underflow detection. The noninverting inputs of these comparators are connected to the input signal of the A/D converter, and the inverting inputs are connected to taps of the same reference ladder as the four folding amplifiers. Similarly, as in the fine A/D converter, the comparators in the coarse A/D converter may also have significant offset voltages. The zero-crossings of one of the folding signals represent the MSB-2 b transitions and the output signals of the eight coarse comparators are digitally synchronized with these zero-crossings. The coarse comparators now may have an offset voltage of 1/16 of the input voltage range of the A/D converter.

The preprocessing of the input voltage to 32 folding signals takes about 4 ns. For this reason, the clock signals of the fine A/D converter have to be delayed w.r.t. the coarse A/D converter. For a maximal input frequency of 10 MHz, this delay must be larger than 2 ns and smaller than 6 ns. If this is the case, then the digital correction can correct the timing errors. The delay of the clock signals is implemented with a dummy circuit that delay tracks the delay of the preprocessing circuitry over temperature and process variations.

The thermometer code coming from the comparators in the fine A/D converter is first fed through a digital error correction network. This network removes the so-called "bubbles" from the thermometer code. The bits are encoded via logic gates. All digital hardware in this converter is standard CMOS. Current steering logic, as used in [6], produces less substrate noise. However, current steering logic requires more power if the logic activity is low. More important, a CMOS A/D converter must be applicable in fully integrated digital VLSI systems that will contain substrate noise anyway. This A/D converter is designed in such a way that substrate noise has minimal effect, e.g., by differential design.

An important feature of this A/D converter is the absence of offset compensation in the comparators. This allows a factor 2–3 higher sample rate than in designs with offset compensation. Several measures have been taken in this design in order to avoid offset compensation.

1) The input transistors of the folding amplifiers are large (W/L = 100/1), and therefore, offsets are small.
2) The biasing of the folding amplifiers at the outputs instead of the inputs of the transresistance amplifiers causes the offset in the bias current sources I1 and I2 to have hardly any effect.
3) Signal gain in the preprocessing circuit results in large comparator input voltages (30 mV/LSB), so that comparator offsets ($\sigma_{\text{offset}} = 2.5$ mV) are acceptable.
4) Resitive interpolation helps in reducing offsets. The interpolated signals are always in between the signals driving the interpolation ladder, and thus, smooth A/D converter transfer function is the result. This has positive impact on the DNL (differential nonlinearity) of the converter. Furthermore, the signals driving the interpolation ladder influence each other a little due to the nonzero source impedance driving the ladder. This results in an even smoother transfer of the A/D converter [11].
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two versions of the A/D converter have been realized in standard 0.8 μm CMOS technology. One circuit operates on 5 V and the other at 3.3 V supply. Differences are found in dimensioning of circuit parameters such as current and resistor values.

Fig. 12 shows the chip photograph. The area of the converter is 0.7 mm².

Fig. 13 shows the measured differential nonlinearity (DNL) for the 5 and the 3.3 V version of the circuit. Fig. 13(b) shows the measured integral nonlinearity (INL) for both circuits. These DNL and INL curves were measured for low frequency (100 kHz) input signals while the clock frequency was 25 MHz for the 3.3 V circuit and 40 MHz for the 5 V circuit. The low DNL values proof that offset compensation of the comparators is indeed not necessary.

The dynamic performance of the converters is plotted in Fig. 14. The signal to noise and distortion ratio is expressed in Effective Number Of Bits (ENOB)

\[
\text{ENOB} = 20 \log \left( \frac{\text{signal}}{\text{noise + distortion}} \right) - 1.76
\]

An ideal 8-b A/D converter has no distortion, and the only noise is quantization noise of -50 dB, and has, according to (2), 8.0 effective bits. For each 6 dB loss in signal-to-noise-and-distortion, the ENOB is reduced by 1.

The 5 V design achieves 7.7 effective bits for low analog input frequencies and a sample rate of 40 MS/s. The ENOB decreases with increasing analog input frequencies, which is due to the finite bandwidth of the circuit together with the
much higher (factor 4π) internal frequencies of the folding circuitry. If the clock frequency is increased to about 65 MHz, the performance does not change much. At 70 MS/s, the ENOB drops to a lower value while at 75 MS/s the circuit produces large bit errors. The 3.3 V design shows similar behavior; 7.2 effective bits for low input frequencies and 25 MS/s sample rate. The sample rate could be increased to 45 MS/s. Although basically not needed, a sample-and-hold circuit can be used if larger analog bandwidths are required.

All the measurements were carried out on a HP82000 mixed mode test system.

The experimental results are summarized in Table I.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The folding and interpolating technique has successfully been demonstrated in CMOS technology. The analog bandwidth has been increased a factor 20 compared to a straightforward implementation due to the use of a transresistance amplifier at the outputs of the folding circuits. The circuit requires no offset compensation, which is accomplished with several measures throughout the A/D converter. The result is a small (0.7 mm², in 0.8 µm CMOS technology), low power (110 mW at 5 V supply, including reference ladder and high sample rate (70 MS/s) A/D converter. A 3.3 V supply version of the circuit achieves a sample rate of 45 MS/s while dissipating 45 mW. The A/D converter circuit is designed for applications in digital VLSI systems.
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